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Galerie de Difformité 
difformite.wordpress.com 

 
To participate in the communal deformation of the Galerie de Difformité, please go to 
the online gallery & choose an “Exhibit” (A-Z). Download the text & materially 
deform it in whatever artistic or non-artistic medium. Send a representation of your 
metamorphosis (image or audio file) to the Undertaker <difformite@gmail.com> to 
add to the online Galerie. Further instructions can be found at:   

difformite.wordpress.com/about 
 

A few sample “Exhibits”  
(“deformations” in header & footer):  

 
Exhibit C 

Color is a chronicle of chemistry, fueled by desire. First came nature, then 
impulses to imitate its true colors… [ To read more of Exhibit C, find it in the online 
gallery < difformite.wordpress.com/exhibit-c> or scan right. ] 

Exhibit M 
It’s a matter of digging up a body. Digging up and into a body: of myths, any 
legend… [ To read more of Exhibit M, find it in the online gallery < difformite.wordpress. 
com/exhibit-m> or scan right.  ] 

Exhibit U 
Here comes the unclasping—there is no way to hold onto this.  It’s a matter of 
resistance, then release… [ To read more of Exhibit U, find it in the online gallery  
<difformite.wordpress.com/exhibit-u or scan right. ] 

 
If helpful to lead you to a letter, themes include (alphabetically & very generally speaking): 
apologia (or archaeologies), bees (or beginnings), colors (or chronologies), dreams (or detours), edges (or ends),  
fragments (or fissures), gardens (or growths), hands (or hierarchies), identifications (or idiosyncrasies), juries (or 
jars), kaleidoscopes (or keepsakes), light (or legibilities), maps (or margins), novels (or negotiations), oysters (or 
oceans), puppets (or petitions), questions (or quivers), relics (or rites), scansion (or seduction), translations (or 
tellings), unfinished (or undoing), voices (or vibrations), waggish (or webbed), (e)xcised (or X-ray), you (or years), 
zoo (or zero). Questions? Contact the Undertaker: <difformite@gmail.com>. 
 

A short film about the project can be found at: difformite.wordpress.com/antitrailer 
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